
Smart kitchen 

SENSE



WHAT IS SENSE?
Introducing our new kitchen Sense
TM "Sense by Garant" from the
Garant furniture factory - the perfect
choice for modern and practical
owners!

Because of the pull-out table, built-in
sink, hooks and drying rack for dishes
- it will become the central element
of your kitchen interior and make
everyday life easier.

EASY6

1 FUNCTIONALLY

2 INNOVATIVE

3 STYLISHLY

4 CONVENIENT

5 FAST (HERE AND NOW)

COMPACT7



WHERE? SMALL APARTMENT

RENTED HOUSING

HOSTELS

COUNTRY HOUSES

OFFICE

OPEN-SPACE

CHUMMERY

HOTELS



Characteristics
1.  Full kitchen, length 1.6 м

2. An outdoor table that can be converted into
a regular cabinet if necessary

3. A place for a microwave that easily converts
into a place for an oven

4. Mobile lighting, which is easily mounted on
hinges and runs on batteries

5.Complete set is with a tray for cutlery, a
drying rack for dishes and a tube with hooks
for kitchen utensils

6 Designed for a built-in sink and a built-in/hob
(if necessary)



SENSE
IN DETAIL



EXTENDABLE TABLE
Make the most of your kitchen
space.
The table has a standard height and
a comfortable length for use

Table height 750мм
Table length 1040мм
Table width  530 мм



STORAGE CABINET
The shelf is mobile and has 3 levels of
installation.
In this version there is a place for a
microwave and other kitchen appliances
or for various trinkets and decor
elements.

If you need to install an oven - just take
out the shelf - and voila)

Now you have a stylish storage cabinet
with a built-in oven at a very

comfortable height..

A pleasant bonus will be a pull-out table
that will serve as a place for preparing your

goodies

https://context.reverso.net/%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B4/%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B3%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9-%D1%83%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B9/Storage+Cabinet


HANGING CABINET

-It has a mechanical backlight that
turns on when the door opens. It

does not require direct power, but
runs on batteries.. 

- Lighting elements are attached to
hinges, which makes it easy to

move them, change batteries, etc.

- The set includes a drying rack for
storing your dishes



SHELF WITH PIPE AND HOOKS

Add convenience to your kitchen interior
with trinket hooks

Stylish shelf for decoration, storage of
spices, cups and other beautiful things



A LOWER CABINET WITH A MOBILE SHELF

The drawer is equipped with a tray for
cutlery

Mobile shelf is universal. Therefore, you can
place it both in the left and in the right section,

depending on your needs and at a level
convenient for you.

If necessary, the design of the
module allows you to install both a

sink and a hob. 



TRENDY COLOR SOLUTIONS

SATIIN

ANTRACITE

NIMFEA ALBА

CHINCHILLA GREY

ARTISAN

ARTISAN

ARTISAN

ARTISAN



It makes SENSE to
show you a video of a

real kitchen

Subscribe to our YouTube
channel to be in the trend

�



Instagram Facebook




